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Kids Center for Pediatric Therapies
noun | Kids Cen-ter |
\ ˈkids ˈsen-tər \
the most comprehensive therapy for children with developmental delays and disabilities

Our Vision

Finances
For Fiscal Year 2018, 7/1/2017—6/30/2018

Kids Center strives to provide the

Revenue

50%

region's most comprehensive
therapy for children with

Program

developmental delays and

service fees

Grants

disabilities. Our vision is to
constantly improve and innovate,

27%

Investment income

providing the most appropriate and

14%

Individuals and business

6%

Events

3%

current therapeutic interventions
regardless of a family's ability to
afford the full cost of care.

Expenses
Program

76%

Our Services

services

Administration

15%

Specialized pediatric physical,
occupational, and speech
therapies in a child-friendly

Marketing
and Development

outpatient center

9%

Demographics

Orthopedic and Spasticity Clinics
offer a multidisciplinary setting

13

Clients ages 0 to 5

530

for coordination of care

Counties
served in

Clients ages 6 to 17

Indiana

792

Feeding Clinic addresses feeding
Counties

Clients ages 18 to 21

45

51

886

served in
Kentucky

difficulties—like dependence on a
feeding tube—in the context of
other therapeutic interventions

541

Male clients

Female clients

Extended programs provide

Therapists on Staff
Physical
12

creative, innovative

Occupational

Speech

16

14

camps outside of traditional
therapy models

Physical
Therapy (PT)

286

adjective |

physical
phys·i·cal |

\

ˈfi-zi-kəl \

concerned with the body and its needs

6,823

children
receiving PT
services

hours of therapy
delivered in
2017-2018

Outstanding Senior

Kosair Charities

Thanks to Kosair Charities, our biggest financial
supporter, Kids Center can provide care to

Adam Triebsch, who has been a client since

families regardless of their ability to afford the

age four, was honored by Louisville Mayor

full cost of services. For many, Kosair's funding

Greg Fischer as one of 50 Most Outstanding

helps keep life-changing physical, occupational,

High School Seniors. Next year, he will be

and speech therapies affordable, allowing Kids

attending the Speed School at the

Center to fulfill its mission of providing therapies

University of Louisville, where he plans to

to children in need.

study computer science.

Leo M.
"We were very overwhelmed
[with his diagnosis], but we
took it in stride. Walking
independently was always a
major goal for Leo."
—Leo's Mom

Leo was born with Partial Trisomy
18 and a rare, unnamed 9th
chromosomal defect. His family
was told he might never walk or
talk, but this year he took his first
independent steps at age two.

Occupational
Therapy (OT)

486

noun |

children
receiving OT
services

Etscorn Foundation

occupation
oc·cu·pa·tion | \ ˌä-kyə-ˈpā-shən \

the principal business of one's life

8,610

hours of
therapy
delivered in
2017-2018

Gold Medalist

A generous grant from the Irvin F. and Alice S.

Caitlin Roy, a longtime OT client, won first

Etscorn Charitable Foundation allowed us to

place in her division for the 200M run at the

complete renovations on our East Campus

2018 Special Olympics in Seattle. She was

Activities of Daily Living Suite. This addition

also named Louisville Metro Special

allows OT to integrate life skills—like cooking,

Olympics Athlete of the Year at the annual

laundry, and self-care—into therapy every day.

Courier-Journal Sports Awards in June 2018.

"You're more
likely to make
progress if it
takes on meaning
for that child."
—Rusty Henle, OT

"Let It Go"
Bridgette has a stutter and delays
in planning, making new tasks very
difficult. But, when she began
learning her favorite song, "Let It
Go," those issues began
to improve. Implementing singing
into her OT allowed Bridgette to
address her sequence and timing.

Speech-Language
Therapy

565

children
receiving
speech
therapy

noun

|

language
lan·guage | \ ˈlaŋ-gwij , -wij \

a systematic means of communicating ideas
or feelings

8,249

Louisville Scottish Rite Foundation

hours of therapy
delivered in
2017-2018

Zoo Helper

Funding from the Louisville Scottish Rite

From a young age, Nate loved going

Foundation allowed 155 children ages two to

to the zoo and seeing the animals.

five to receive speech-language therapy today

After years of work at Kids Center,

so they can communicate effectively tomorrow.

Nate is now participating at the zoo.

This funding helps Kids Center to provide

He volunteers his time at the petting

therapies at a critical juncture, when kids

zoo, helping children to safely enjoy

beginning school are developing the skills to

the goats and ponies he loves so

speak, understand, and develop relationships.

dearly.

Ryder started speech therapy just
before the age of three, when he
was essentially not talking.
Because of Kids Center's
interventions—including
implementing techniques designed
for children with apraxia—he is now
speaking in full sentences. His
communication and relationship
skills have improved in each of his
twice-weekly sessions.

Ryder E.

"Ryder's progress
has been truly
remarkable. Each
session he
becomes more
verbal and more
confident."
—Mary Elder, SLP

linics and
Extended
Programs
C

noun

|

clinic
clin·ic |

\

ˈkli-nik \

a group meeting devoted to the analysis
and solution of concrete problems or to the
acquiring of specific skills or knowledge

Clients participating

250

Orthopedic Clinic

101

Spasticity Clinic

82

Feeding Clinic

60

Extended programs

19

Social Skills Group

Our social skills programs, which

In the summer, Kids Center and

Support from the WHAS

were developed in response to

Elevate Recreation presented

Crusade for Children helped

client needs, introduce kids to

FUNtastic Fridays, a program

establish one of the region's

the basics of social life,

for clients and siblings alike.

first multidisciplinary feeding

like taking perspective, being

Water day, sports day, and

clinics. The clinic allows us to

flexible, having

superhero day made summer

address feeding disorders in

conversations, sharing emotions,

fun for all after the hard work

the context of other

and understanding what it

of therapy was over for the

therapeutic interventions.

means to be a friend.

day!

Two unique
programs use
a multisensory
approach to
make
handwriting
fun!

Handwriting Camps
"I was hoping Jenna would learn to
space between her words and stay
within the lines. She was already
doing that on day two of camp!!
She loved how fun it was, and she
said she didn't want camp to end!"
—Parent of camp participant
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